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Status of UOP
topic at meeting
The current status of the private
university in the American educational
system was one of a number of topics
discussed at the President's AllUniversity
Conference held last
Saturday.
This year's keynote speaker, Dr.
Stephen Muller, set the theme for this
year's conference with an address on
the
Special Role of Independent
Universities. Dr. Muller, president of
Johns Hopkins University, as well as the
chairman of the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities,
spoke about the special opportunities
provided by independent institutions,
as well as the responsibility of the
public to support them. Muller ex
pressed concern about rising costs, ex
plaining that tuition is only a part of a
school's income, and that tuition raises
at the rate of inflation are not adequate
to cover the total increase in expenses.
Dr. Muller closed by stating that the
survival of private universities is the
public's responsibility and in its' own
best interest as well.
The conference then adjourned
into twenty discussion groups, each of
which examined one of the three
topics; A) The future operation of
private
universities;
B)
Faculty
development and the role of research
and graduate education;
and C)
Student-faculty relationships.
All
groups reported excellent interaction
and some valuable ideas wereobtained
from these discussions which were
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ASUOP Director Jeff Cole
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3
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Tucker
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later summarized and presented to the
conference, as well as to President
McCaffrey.
A luncheon followed, along with
short messages from the chairperson
of the academic council, Dr. Fran
Hunter, and ASUOP President Randy
Breschini. President Stan McCaffrey
then presented his State of the
University address,noting the strength of
the University's many varied programs.
He commended the faculty by stating
that "There is no more devoted and
dedicated faculty at any college or
university in the nation, or world."
Citing a drop in enrollment of
approximately 32
students, the
President expects a budget deficit of
about $400,000. Though only slightly
more than one percent of the annual
budget, this deficit will have a visible
effect on University operations in the
coming year. To quote McCaffrey, "Our
situation provides us with a challenge
and is a matter of concern, but should
not be cause for despair." McCaffrey
conceded that some programs will be
phased out, but did not speculate on
which ones may be in danger.

President McCaffrey: "no more devoted faculty"

Meeting of the minds

Students-admin, to confer
U.O.P. students will be able to
address their administrators with
questions relating to the Universityand
its policies in an open forum to be held
on the evening of October 26, from 7:30
to 9:00 in the Regent's Dining Room in
Anderson Hall. The program, entitled
"Student-Administration Rap Night"
will be moderated by U.O.P. President
Stanley E. McCaffrey.
Those present representing the
Administration will include: McCaffrey;
Robert R. Winterberg , Financial Vice
President;
Clifford
Dochterman,
Executive Vice President; Clifford Hand,
Academic Vice President; and Judith
Chambers, Vice President for Student
Life.
An overriding concern of many
students contacted by the PACIFICAN
is that if any controversial questions
that come up during the rap night will
not be answered directly at the meeting,
but rather side-stepped and answered
"at a later date". When asked to
comment on this feeling by many
students, Academic Vice President,
Hand responded, "It won't be possible
unless we know (the questions) in
advance ... I can't trust my memory
to be completely accurate of every
point. And if Iknow what the questions
are, I can come up with information and
answer them immediately. And if I
don't know what the questions are, and
the question is such that I won't know
the answer until I engage in some sort

of research, I'll have to say I'll answer it
later."
One of the major issues that is likely
to be discussed that evening is the Uni
versity budget.
Although the
administration has contended that
U.O.P. has an open budget, a large
number of students claim the budget is
not open enough. On this matter, Vice
President
Judith
Chambers
commented, "What is not given, that I
think the students want and the
(University) President has not to date
released, is that the students talk about
a line-by-line item budget. They, I'm
sure, want all the salaries. And, they
want all the expenses that are spent at
the University. A lot of financial infor
mation isgivenout. I believe more than
any other private school releases. But,
it isn't a line-by-line item budget."
Although it has been common
practice in the past for the
administration to meet with ASUOP
Senators on a fairly regular basis, this is
the first time in over two years since a
Student-Administration Rap Night has
been held.
It was revived because of the efforts
of Kevin Sullivan, ASUOP executive
vice-president and senate chairperson.
When asked about the anticipated
response of students, Sullivan replied,
"I think it will turn out very good. So far,
from what I have seen from the
freshmen, transfers, and people in
general this year, the level of activismis

a great deal higher. . .So on October
26th when they get a chance to meet
the Administration, they will be more
inclined to ask questions that they
might not normally ask."
Factors which will make this year's
Student-Administration Rap Night
different previous nights is that ASUOP
will be distributing a two part flyer to all
UOP students a week prior to the rap
night. The first section will present "a
realistic look on how policy is made at
UOP". The second will deal with a
description
of
all
University
committees which include students
and what the committee does.

Following the distribution of the
flyers, dorm meetings and meetings for
off-campus students will be held to
discuss the information presented in
the flyer and topics which they think
should be brought up at the rap night.
In this way, students will be able tohave
more information to base their
questions on during that evening.
In a statement made by Vice
President Dochterman, he told the
PACIFICAN what will hopefully be the
overriding theme of the whole program.
He commented, l"l would hope that we
could have a very, very good session. As
I can assure you that from my
knowledge of President McCaffrey, he is
absolutely committed to the idea of
openness in his administration".
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Former provost grabs Veal opportunity
women's studies program. "I felt she
could make a specific contribution to
Lone Mountain," said Kolker.

was appointed to that post.
Former Raymond College provost,
Kolker will be the first "president"
Berndt Kolker, said he sees his move to
San Francisco, to assume the presi of Lone Mountain, as a result of admini
dency of Lone Mountain College, as a strative restructuring of the Catholicbased college. On his invitation, Rod
real opportunity."
Dugliss and Andy Key of the Raymond
faculty joined him to take the positions
of academic vice-president and dean of
"I'd been at Raymond for 11years," students, respectively. COP professor,
the 61-year-old Kolker told the Paci- Donna Reed, also accepted Kolker's
fican in a phone call. "I've never been in offer to develop a women's study pro
any situation as long as I had at Ray gram at Lone Mountain.
mond."
"The invitation to Lone Mountain
was an excellent chance to accept
"I needed the people I knew I could
opportunity and challenge."
work with," Kolker explained." —people
who are willing to come.

The former provost emphasized
that he did not leave Raymond-Callison
in a huff. "Eleven years is a long time,"
he said. "Raymond was changing, and
had to change drastically. I flet for the
sake of Raymond, as well as for my own,
that the college would do well with a
new administration.

Kolker called the merger, which he
first proposed in 1971,"a natural and
healthy thing." "There's really no room
in a small setting to have two very
similar colleges competing in the
educational atmosphere," said Kolker.
"For the first time the merger allows the
colleges to work together in a creative
way.

Kolker resigned last May, as
Dugliss gave upa tenured faculty posi
Raymond's top administrator, shortly tion for a very hard administrative job,"
after completion of a report by the he continued. "He was willing to take it
"Special Committee to Consider the
for the chance to experiment."
Cluster Colleges" , of which he was a
member.
The merger of Raymond and
Callison colleges, recommended by the
committee, consolidated the positions
of Raymond and Callison provosts into
one position, that of "dean" of Raymond-Callison College. Former acting
Callison provost, Margaret Cormack,

In the case of Key, Kolker said the
changes in Raymond and Callison col
leges made his former job
"less
exciting than it was."

Former Raymond
Berndt Kolker

provost

Reed left UOP after proposed
federal funding was not granted for a

"I think this is a happy outgrowth of
what should have happened long
ago. . .the overall welfare of the Uni
versity
and the colleges is vastly
enhanced."

^

World news of the week
Lance leaves

Vilas' victorious

Prices pared

Budget Director Bert Lance
resigned his post last Wednesday asthe
head of President Carter's Office of
Management and Budget. His resigna
tion followed a three day Senate
investigation into Lance's holdings in
the Calhoun National Bank of Georgia.
The probe cleared Lance of any legal
wrongdoing, but the controversy re
mained. President Carter has not yet
named a replacement.

Argentinian tennis star, Guiilemno Vilas,
won the men's singles final in the U.S.
Open, 2-6,6-3,7-6, 6-0aga list tie Nc
2 seed Jimmy Connors, .rie-victory
was Vilas' sixth consecutive fina: win.

Wholesale coffee puces, which
have been as high as $5 a pound, nave
now dropped to $3.38 per pound The
two largest coffee firms, General i-uuds
and Folgers have dropped 20 cents and
10 cents respectively.

State shooting
A U.S. Court of Appeals official
reopened the seven year-old Kent State
shooting case and ordered a new trial.
This was done in behalf of the parents of
those killed in the clash between stu
dents and the National Guard duringan
anti-war march.

Prices preempted
The country of Kuwait has decided
to lower their price per barrel of crude
oilto $12.27. This is ir, response to com
plaints by foreign oil companies con
cerning Kuwait's prices in relation to
other members of the On Producers
Exporting Consortium, (OPEC).

Chris Conquerors
Chris Evert is the nm..v.-1 u «• 4
years to win three sat c • v. v singles
titles at the U.S Open, atei
eg
Australian, Wendy Tuir.bu i,

Atlantic attempt
Charity criticized
The United Way, a national
organization, whose San Francis.. c
branch has raised over $20 million an
nually for charity, washeavny c.r iticized
by the Concerned Citizens toi Cnar ity, a
non-profit group of individua, donors.
The report said its purpose was to
encourage the United Way to make
"whatever reforms are necessar y '

Rudd returns
The first leader of the radical
Weather Underground, Mark Rudd. sur
rendered to the Manhattan District
Attorney's office. Rudd was known to be
the chief instigator of tne Columbia
University rioting that took piace in
1968.

Student Slain
Investigator inquires
Investigative reporter of Watergate
fame, Carl Bernstein, in a copyrighted
story that is to appear in Rolling Stone
October 4, stated that at least 25 news
organizations, including the New York
Times, the Washington Post, CBS, NBC,
and ABC had provided "covers' for CIA
agents masquerading as journalists in
foreign countries. A number of the or
ganizations have acknowledged such
statements as true, even though they
claim such procedures were stopped in
the mid-sixties.

A San Francisco Stale .
found murdered in a
e •=.
the college library. .Jer -y
19, was an honoi
. n
university.

Wild Weather
22 people were kii -0 and
hundreds left homeless wnen ,2 inches
of rain fell, in a 24 houi per.nd. in the
Kansas City area.

The 14th attempt, since I8bi. to cross
the Atlantic Ocean in a bailon tailed
when the two men floated Into the
waters off Iceland. The two wete 800
miles off the European coast when they
were caught in twisting winds and lost
helium from their tive story tali ballon.

Cheeky choice
According to the Worid section in
the San FranciscoChronicle, an end to a
long standing feud was attempted by
48-year old, Carmel Rogivue, in
Monthey, Switzerland. She turned her
back
on the woman with whom
she had been feuding, dropped her
pants and flashed her bottoms. Her
cheeky act was witnessed by a number
of children, provoking her opponent to
sue Rogivue for indecent exposure-and
On appeal, however, the Swiss
win.
Supreme Court ruled that buttocks, not
being sexy, could not by the means of
outraging
public
morality.
Furthermore, Rogivue was awarded
$200 in damages for being made the
butt of her opponents litigious urges.
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Cole defies ASUOP

although he would not say who these
Student Jeff Cole is refusing to re . complaints were from or what they were
sign his position as social non-revenue about.
director despite a request from ASUOP
When Cole received the request to
president Randy Breschini. He plans to resign on Tuesday, his first thought was
fight his case before the ASUOP senate to rewign that day. However, after giv
to retain his position.
ing the matter,, "much consideration,"
he appeared before the ASUOP senate
Cole, a junior COP economics
last Tuesday night to tell them of his
major and Raymond/Callison student,
decision to have it brought to them for a
was asked earlier this week to resign by
vote.
Breschini who cited Cole's "lack of
responsibility" as the chief reason for
The senate must endorse Cole with
the request.
a two-thirds majority in order for him to
retain his position. If Cole does not win
According to Cole, Breschini also the vote, he will be fired.
claimed that his artist relations were
bad, he was behind in deadlines, he
Cole said that he believes all the
drank beer in the Rathskeller and
major work for the year has already
tickets were "fouled up." Cole said that
been done. He estimates that he
worked 15-20 hours a week last sum
Breschini also said that he had re
ceived complaints from other people, mer to book the major acts. He said that
since classes have started he has put in
23-28 hours a week in his position.

4641 Pacific Ave.

DailyMini-Sub Special
Lunch & Dinner
A new special every day

includes Reg. Soft Drink
fries
or
salad

FRI. Cheese Steak
SAT. Bar-B-Que Beef
SUN. Dble. Cheese Burger
MON. Pizza Steak
TUE. Pepper and Onion Steak
WED. Mushroom Steak
THURS. Dble Burger

The case will be argued before the
ASUOP senate at its next meetng on
Tuesday night.

Correction of Ray-Cal. quotes
Because of extensive editing for
lack of space the following errors were
made in the story on the Raymond-Callison merger, on page 5 of last week's
edition.
—"language instruction" was mis
sing from the sentence "Furthermore,
the Taiwan overseas program is being
continued,
along
with
Chinese
language instruction."
A quotation beginning with "The
policy as I understand it is that students
should be scattered about so as to get
better interaction. . ." was incorrectly
attributed to student, Edward Huson.
The statement actually was made by
Academic Vice President Clifford Hand
whose other comments were edited out
of the story.
A statement by student Nora

pacifkan classified
Hewlett-Packard Security Cradle for

Playboy

sale!

campus uniq op. for agress indiv. to

Complete

condition.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.

and in beautiful

Special $1.40

rep

on

and earn

substan commis Call Jack Gonzales

more information call Steve C. at X-

800621-7328 toll free

2868 or 462-9191
6 string Alvarez non-electric guitar w/

NIKKO

adjustable bridge (ivory) $160 and

960/Turntable-Excellent sound system

Peugeot PX 10 bicycle $325.00 w/

for only J600. Call Craig before 8:30

STERO-KUPCH

HERECY

7075

Speakers

REC.

B.I.C.

campy hubs and pump. Contact 951-

a.m. at 948 5980

7159 after 1:30 p.m.
Need tutor for physics and beginning

TENNIS: Anyone who missedMonday's

calculus.
477-5815
'

.Tennis Teem Meeting men andwomen

Contact Scott Anderson at

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

RJ'S

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474

see Rich Andrews in the gym.

1" its search for new members COP'S Model United
Nations program will holda reception on September 27 Jt 7

"

Avenue

Salon

announces
The Association
of
Diane Peckinpaugh

Enclosed is $1.

(Formerly of one of San Diego s leading salons)

Name

Open Doily 11 o.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday* 13 noon to 10 p.m.

need

work prt time on camp,

Will fit any HP-20 Series

Please rush my catalog.

951-6013

enterprises

Calculators. Reasonably priced. For

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

$1.90 Value

should have read: "I remember exten
sive meetings three years ago, with Clif
ford Hand, giving Callison assurances
of remaining autonomous," she said.
"Upon my return after being away a
year, I found that all that had been pro
mised was, in fact, not true. . .it does
disturb me because I came to this
university to come to Callison.
"Outside of my regrets," Schwartz
continued, "I feel there is an excellent
faculty and that it could become a very
fine school, but different from what
both were intended to be. Raymond
was set up as a "non-major" school with
three years of intensive training. Now it
has very few of the elelments with which
it was originally born."
She added, "They do this all the
time; when students are not around, all
the major decisions are made."

Diane excels in men's and women's styling and blow acrylic
waving. She also does acrylic nails.

Address _
City

Present this advertisement
for a $2.50 rebate on any
.service by Diane

Zip

State

I
. WV . .
(DA1DONC5

465-3497

SALON

AVENUE

W

2106 Pacific Avenue-

Interdenominational Protestant

of st. mark's

All—University Chapel Service
FEATURING

A Man's clothes
reflects his style

-SONGFEST
-PRAYERS
-SPECIAL MUSIC
-BRIEF MESSAGE
-FELLOWSHIP

His style touches
everything he has
Create your style
at

Malone's
Contemporary
Shop

Jpen
•Daily

EVERY SUNDAY

Segarini's Liquors
LIQUOR

Jl0-5:30

|Thurs

rill9j00|

1503 St. Mark's Plaza
in Venetian Gardens

MORRIS CHAPEL

6:00 p.m.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME

PHONE 478-3275

WINE

DELICATESSEN

Party Supplies — Groceries —
Keg Beer — Free Delivery
Special discount for Frats and Sororities

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF.

PACIFICAN

Check into Bank of America
Our College Plan"
is made for students.
Let's begin at the beginning.
The first thing every student needs is a no-nonsense checking
account. And in that category, our College Plan® Checking Account
is pretty tough to beat.
For just $1 a month for the nine-month school year, you get ^
unlimited checkwriting, with no minimum balance required. Theres
no service charge at all for June, July, August, or for any month you
maintain at least a $300 minimum balance. You get our
Timesaver® Statement every month. And your account stays open
through the summer, even with a zero balance, saving you the
trouble of having to close it at the end of the school year, and re
open it in the fall. Complimentary personalized regular checks are
available, or premium checks may be purchased^

BANKOF AMERICA

BANK OF AMERICA NT&SA. MEMBER FDIC

"^Checking
In this report.
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Tl-PROG.57

ONLY
irammable 59

$69.88
Tl Programmable 58
Stnte Soltwa,,

77-58

University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (2W) 946-2329

W/PROG.
MODULE

TI-59-MINI COMPUTER-TAPE
W/PROG-MODULE

ONLY

ONLY

$106.25

$255
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This is the semester to get your

programmable.
i S 6 3 'l

fa" .?

The TI-57.
Its self-teaching
system gets you
programming
fast.

Tl Programmable 57
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Tl Programmable 58.up to 480 program

steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library
module contains 25 prewritten programs in
math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also
increases number of steps—up to 5000. Library
programs may also be addressed from the key
board or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with Tl's new
„
PC-100A printer/plotJk 95
ter. It lets you plot,
I /jUL
print headings and prompt—messages.
-X.

'Suggested retail price.
©1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

(T7"
tan

/x

Vx

A$35.00 value if you act now.
Football Predictor. Forecast score, point spread. Bowtlng
Scorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers. Golt Handlcapper. Up
date handicap from latest round's score. Bridge. Computes
points from tricks made and bid. U.S. Chest Federation
Rankings. Wins, losses, draws. Codebreaker. 3.024 possi
ble codes make this a unique challenge. Black Jack. Acay
Ducey. Crapa. Mars Landar. Pilot to a safe landing. Jive
Turkey. Guess mystery number-tells you if you're high
or low-but is it jiving you? Nlm. Play the machine, each
time it gets better. Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink sub.
Quarterback. Call plays. Photo 1. Compensate lor change
in photo enlargement magnification. Photo II:FIIHn-flasn.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light. Use
it with a PC-100A and have even more fun. Computer Art.
Hangman. Put in a word, second player guesses or hangs.
Memo Pad. Write, enter messages. Print and record them
on 59's mag card. Use the card to replay the message.
Biorythm. Plots all three cycles.

pa
Leisure Library comes
with: Plug-in module.
Library manual. Quick
reference guide. Label
cards. Library wallet.

r

Otter good from August 15 to October 31, 1577. Hero's
what you do. Fill out this coupon. Return it to Tl with your
serialized Customer Information Card (packed in the box),
along with a copy of a dated proof of purchase showing
the serial number Important. Your envelope must be
postmarked no later than October 31,1977.

Leisure Library Otter
P.O. Box 53, Lubbock, Texas 79408

Name
Address.

More powerful than-the TI-58. Up to
960 prbgram steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And, record and prooff*
tect custom programs. Also 10 user
flags. 6 levels of subroutines. 4 types
of branches.

City_

299

Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real
Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation. $35.00* each.

COB

I

When you buy a TI Programmable 58
or 59 you canget this 19-pfOgram
Leisure Library.

Tl Programmable 59.

Optional Libraries.

E

FREE.

Tl Programmable 57.

1. Extraordinarily powerful—at remarkable low prices.
2. Revolutionary pfug-in modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key.
3. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of
programming through advanced programmings—language you
can understand.

£

The TI58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-in
Solid State
Software™
libraries.

cat r~

<T*

o

The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major inno
vations to bring the power of programming to
you —even if you've never programmed before:
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D
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The powerful
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easyto-follow, self-teaching learning guide-over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and ex
amples. Quickly learn the value of making re
petitive calculations at the touch of a key.
Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calcula
tion. Eight multi-use memories provide ad
dressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:
Singfestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at
any point in a program. Also a powerful
$"7n95*
slide rule calculator with logs, trig functions and advanced statistics routines.
w
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(from back of calculator)

Texas Instruments reserves the right to substitute software libraries of equal value based on availability
Please allow 30 days for delivery. Oder void where prohibited by law. Good in continental U.S. only.
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Arts/Entertainment
Marshall Tucker:

A night of the South
by Greg Heyes

Melinda put it very nicely in her co. lumn last week, that when Marshall
Tucker Band is hot, they're great, and
last Tuesday night they were as hot as
hell.

RECORD REVIEW
Marshall Tucker is undoubtedly
one of the best Southern bands playing
today. There are others, Elvin Bishop,
Amazng Rhythm Aces, to name a few,
but I don't think any of them play with
the energy this band does. Most of the
songs turn into country jam sessions.
The enthusiasm of the crowd wasgreat.
There were very few empty seats, and
cowboy hats and overalls were every
where.
Doug Gray and ToyCaldwell are the
two front men for the Tucker band hav
ing been responsible for writing most of
the bands previously recorded mater
ial, such as the big hit "Can't You See."
Caldwell is an excellent guitarist and
showed it during the many solo's
throughout the night.
Gray is without question one of the

best and strongest country voices
around. His singing on "Heard It In a
Love Song" is even better live than on
plastic.
Rounding out the band are Tommy
Caldwell on bass; George McCorkle on
guitar; Paul Riddle on drums and Jerry
Eubanks on flute and sax. Tommy
Caldwell and Riddle had an excellent
rhythm section dual that was also very
fine.
Another nice thing about this con
cert was the sound level. They weren't
just trying to blow you ot of the concert
hall with decibels, just putting out good
music.
Two hours of it to be exact, ending
with a double encore and standing
ovations.
The opening act was New Riders of
the Purple Sage and they also did a tre
mendous job. Opening with their now
classic "Panama Red" album and then
moving to material which will be on
their upcoming October release album.
One of the songs, I believe it was called
"20 Good Men" was an excellent
country rocker. The crowd loved the
show and called them back for an encore.

That's Entertainment
by Melinda McMullen

What's entertainment?
acts to UOP. What's more, they have an
obligation to bring name acts. Go to
ASUOP and tell them what type of
music you want to hear. Don't stand for
this butrageous expenditure of your
money.

How many of you went to see Dirk
Hamilton last Friday night?
Only about 200 people showed up
for the concert which was held in the
Conservatory Auditorium. The place
seats 1200. It sure must have looked
empty.

Since Stockton is so close to San
Francisco, UOP gets a chance to book
acts at a discount. Artists come to play
SF and, on their way to the City, they
stop and play a concert here. That's
how we got Peterson, Pass and
Hubbard.

This is a plea to the entertainment
people up at the ASUOP office. You
have a big budget. As a matter of fact,
you have a HUGE budget. So what's the
problem?
Last year, we opened the year with
Les McCann playing jazz piano to a
completely full house. The year before
it was Country Joe McDonald. Inthetwo
short years I've been here, I've seen
such artists as The Tubes, Boz Scaggs,
Oscar Peterson, Mike Bloomfieid, Joe
Pass and Fredie Hubbard.

We could have pulled from the
Monterey Jazz Festival last weekend
and gotten a great jazz artist toopen the
show.
Like Count Basie and his
Orchestra.
But no. We had Dirk
Hamilton. Not only did nobody I know
like him, almost nobody I knew
bothered to go.

Who is Dirk Hamilton?
Now, this plea is to the students.
You pay $75 a year in student body fees.
That money is split up to different
departments at the ASUOP office. So
cial gets the most money of all.

$28,680.

They have the money to bring name

Come on entertainment people.
Lets book some good acts this year.
And students, let's tell them what
type of music we want to hear. Without
some kind of communication, it's like
taking shots in the dark.
Dirk Hamilton was a definite miss.

Fashion Unisex Jeans
and Accessories

soft tip pen
NEW FROM

Records & Tapes

ELEQflNT tlOPO

We have campus fashion; Unisex Jeans in many
styles and Brand Names; Shirts,
Tops, and other
accessories.; Records, Tapes, and accessories at popular prices.

(Jeans & Record Shop)
Women's sizes
Men's sizes

An exciting new gift idea
from Cross-refillable
soft tip pen in 12
Karat Gold Filled,
gift packaged.

Jfsio.oo

Mechanically
Guaranteed For
A Lifetime.

3-20
24-42

Venetian Gardens Shopping Center
4749 Pershing Avenue
Stockton, California 95207

HOURS
Mon-Fri 10:30-9:00
Wed-Sat 10:30-6:00

477-2480

BEAT THE AIR FORCE
CAMERAS
PHOTO SUPPLIES
DARK ROOM SUPPLIES

(Black & White and Colorfilm)

ACCESSORIES-BOOKS-RENTALS
Discounts to photo students

HALLMARK CARDS

PICTURE FRAMING

"We enjoy helping you enjoy picture
taking and making"

0! 0
University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

K
J
. i;
jjhKH;' •• C , .

'

I. •
•V - ' APivQ-k

Pacific's favorite
Camera Shop
Since 1948
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Arts/Entertainment
Become the next
Fred or Ginger

Gallery Lounge
exhibition
A one, two and three dimensional
exhibition of art by Marie Johnson is
currently on display in the Gallery
Lounge. The exhibition, which
includes this three dimensional
piece titled "Vanity," will continue
through next Friday.

UOP student Katie Johnk will
instruct a course in Beginning Tap
Dancing for students and faculty. The
course will begin Monday, October 10th
and will run every Monday night from 6
to 7 p.m. for eight weeks.
The workshop will instruct students
in the basic steps of tap and by the end
of the workshop, students will have
learned an entire dance routine.
Tap shoes are not mandatory, hard
sole shoes work well.
Enrollment will be limited to 20
people. Students may register for this
"Sesame Seed" mini-course at the
University Center Information Booth.
Cost for enrollment is $16.

Fantastic Animation Festival

CHARLES IVES
Scxkita

2

Gilbert Kaiislv piano

®

RECORD REVIEW
Charles Ives: Piano Sonata No. 2
"Concord, Mass., 1840-60
Gilbert Kalish, piano
Nonesuch Records H-71337
by Sue Lemei
Charles Ives (1874

x 964.

.va .

,

an American composer. Virtually un
exposed to 20th century European
composition, Ives developed a unique
style that embodied elements of
American folk music and jazz. Ives held
the great European masters in high
regard, notably Bach, Beethoven, and
Brahms. In fact, the openingmotive of
Beethoven's
Fifth
Symphony
permeates the entire work
ve ..-ys
that it represents the hear: or me
Concord Sonata, the "Sou: of u.mv;,ty
knocking at the door gt r,- IT vine
mysteries, radient m the raitn tea; .twin,
be opened ana that the human wi!
become the Divine. 1
His
Concord
Sonata,
was
composed, for the most part, between
1909 and 1915. It is an attempt to
present an impression of tne sp.ni or
transcendentalism thai is associated
with the years, 1840-1860. The work
consists of four sketches. Emerson,
Hawthorne, The Alcotts. ana T noreau.
each with its cwn distinctive flavor and
presence.
Mr. Kalish is quite agile in his
performance of this work, handling
even the most technical passages with
apparent ease. His rendition is very
musical, with his line of
phrase
superceeding the underlying technical
difficulty of the piece.
A most enjoyable recording of a
American work.

tr

Dance tomorrow

night

The Asian Alliance will be
sponsoring a dance at the Stockton
Civic Auditorium tomorrow night from 9
to 1:30 a.m. Costforticketsis$3.50per
person and may be purchased at the
door.
The dance, entitled "Slide" is open
to the public. It will feature the San
Francisco based band, "Brass Fusion",
and "Baby Brother", from Stockton.

Attention DJ's
FEATURING: FRENCH WINDOWS / MUSIC BY PINK FLOYD • MOONSHADOW / MUSIC BY
CAT STEVENS • ACADEMY AWARD WINNER / CLOSED MONDAYS'* AND FOURTEEN MORE
AWARD WINNING ANIMATED FILMS • ALL IN ONE SPECIAL FEATURE-LENGTH PRESENTATION

THE GREATEST COLLECTION OF
ANIMATED FILMS IN THE WORLD!
SHERWOQD /HX
-SB-i
IPGTPARENTAL 6UID*NCESU66ESTED

321 Yokuiti

W

The UOP campus radio station,
KUOP wiH i «• .
students interested in working for the
station. Information will be supplied at
the meeting n
...
third class operating license.
Students may attend the meeting
Thursday, September 29 at 7 p.m. in
the University Center Theater.
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UOP volleyball • 'fost,
upcoming , exciting'
"I guarantee, if you come and
watch one matchy you'll be back,"
remarked
UOP women's volleyball
coach Terry Lisevych. The candid
second-year coach, obviously^excited
about Pacific's upcoming 'season,
spoke openly about UOP volleyball and
the sport in genera).
"A rally in volleyball isasexcitingas
anything in sports," he exclaimed.
Liskevych would be the first to tell you
that volleyball is the sport of today, a
fast, exciting, skillfull sport, one he says
will "boom like tennis within the next
ten years."
In only its fourth year of operation
as a sport at UOP, women's volleyball
has taken
great strides towards
reaching the top of thecollegiate ranks.
This is especially evident in the Tigers'
scheduling, which includes secondrated UCLA, third-ranked Hawaii, and
conference rivals Stanford, San Jose
State, and Cal.
Liskevych, who has had his share of
coaching experience (head coach of
Ohio State's men's team, 1975-76,
which finished third in nationals, and
assistant woman's coach of the recent
Olympic and Pan American teams) and
assitant Shelton Collier (a valuable
member of Liskevych's squad at Ohio
State), head up a team which includes

no seniors and only one junior among
its 20 members.
Experience plays a big role in
volleyball, just as in any other sport and
could seriously affect UOP as just three
athletes have varsity experience.
"Of course, inexperience will hurt
this year," Liskevych explained.
"Patience will be important to us. I've
always felt it takes a three year venture
to build."
"We have as good as athletic talent
as any other top volleyball team in the
country," Liskevych asserted. "In two
years, we'll be in the top five.
Captain Debbie Osman, a
sophomore,
freshmen
Nancy
Lancaster, Kim McDonald,
and
sophomore Patty Berg will lead the 5-1
(five hitters and one setter) system
which UOP plans to use this season. A
4-2 set-up with Lancaster and Osman
as setters is also going to be used.
The team will surely miss the
strong, spiking of Judy Lee, a JC
transfer, who is out for the year with
appendicitis.
UOP opened the season with a
tournament in San Diego, which began
yesterday and runs through tomorrow,
Willi
begin its home schedule
Wednesday against Sacramento State
at 8 p.m. in the UOP gym.

Jeff Mierczynski (right) and Mark Mays (left) will lead the
UOP soccer team in a match tonight against California.

Sports in brief
Intramural sports will sponsor
ladder tournaments for both men and
women in
basketball (1 on 1),
raquetball, and tennis at no cost to
students and faculty. If you wish your
name to be placed on a ladder, sign up
at the intramural office on the first floor
of the gym. Entries close September
28.
Also any group respresentative that
wishes
to
receive intramural
information please inform the
intramural office so you can be put on
the mailing list.

Coach Connor Sutton's water polo
players were victorious last weekend at
a water polo tournament held at Fresno
State.
This weekend they are in
Berkeley for another tournament.
UOP's soccer team was defeated by
Portland University, 2-1, last Tuesday
Tonight they host California at 7:30 p.m
On Sunday they play the University of
Dublin- Ireland at 4 p.m. and on
Tuesday host San Jose State at 7:30
p.m. All games will be held in Pacific
Memorial Stadium.

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

calculators
Texas Instruments
WAS

HEWLETTr j[ rMn' P A C K A R D

SALE

$300 $224.95
TI-59 ...
$125 $93.95
TI-56 ...
$80 $59.99
TI-57
$200 $149 95 1
PC-100A
MBA-FINANCE . $80 $59.99
$70 $45 95
SR-51-11 .
$40 $23.95
SR-40
$40 $23.95
TI-1680
BA-BUSINESS $40 $27 95
$80 $62 95
TI-5015 .
$130 $94 95
TI-5040
$110 $7995
TI-5050M
MODULE LIB. FOR
58 & 59 $29 95

SALE

WAS

HP-10.
HP-19C
HP-21
HP-22
HP-25
HP-25C
HP-27
HP-29C
\ HP-55
HP-67
HP-91
HP-92
HP-97

$175
$345
$80
$125
$125
$160
$175
$195
$395
$450
$325
$625
$750

$153.95
$299.95
$69.95
$109.95
$109.95
$140.95
$153.95
$171.95
$129.95
$374.95
$279.95
$519.95
$624.95

1. Above price* Include A/C Adaptor-Charger and Carrying
Caaa
2. All above calculator* have lull one-year factory warranty
3. Enclote payment In full with order, or remit $20 with order,
balance C.O.D.
4. Shipping Charget: Add $3.00 for calculator* and 4% of price
for receiver*.
5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with M.O. or certified
check*. Peraonal check* will delay the order until It clear*
bank*.

STEREO
RECEIVERS
(IDPIONEER
SX-12S0
8 X-1060
SX-tSO..
SX-S50
SX-750
SX-S50
SX-550
SX-4S0

REG.
5960
750
650
550
425
325
275
225

SALE
5617
503
436
38)
302
231
196
169

SEND
FOR
FREE
CATALOGUE
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814-237-5990
(Add 3% for Credit Card Orders)

STEREO WAREHOUSE
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

16801

SUPER DELI SANDWICHES
DRINKS AND MUSIC

9:00—11:00 Continental Breakfast
11:00-2:00 Deli LUNCH *

t) Including Health Food Item^
Every SATURDAY
AT
The RATHSKEUAR
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UOP ends losing streak# defeats Idaho
Victory. How sweet it is! Riding low
on a seven game losing streak, UOP wor
their first game in eleven months
defeating the Idaho Vandals, in Idaho,
31-21 last Saturday.
The Tigers travel to Air Force
tomorrow to play the Falcons. Kickoffis
set for 12:30 p.m. (POT).
UOP headcoach Chester Caddas
had these words to say about UOP's
victory at Idaho, "I was extremely
pleased that we were able to come from
behind and win. I was more pleased
with the fact we did it on the road."
UOP and Idaho took turns Saturday
night showing off their offensive
muscle. UOP jumped out to an early
first quarter lead but before you blinked
an eye Idaho was ahead.
UOP was first on the scoreboard as
tailback Darwin Benjamin scampered
14 yards forUOP'sfirst touchdown of the
season. On the next series of downs,
Shelton Dent recovered a Vandal
fumble at the Idaho 26 yard line. Jeff
Bassett caused the fumble as he
shook up the Idaho ball carrier. UOP
then scored on a Bruce Parker to Brian
Peets touchdown pass. Frank Alegre
converted on the extra point to make it
14-0.
as

UOP's lead was short lived however
Idaho scored on a 20-yeard

touchdown by Lance Hubbard and then
came back to tie the game on a 63-yard
run by quarterback Rocky Tuttle.
UOP was on the scoreboard once
again when Alegre booted a 28-yard
field goal.
A long passtrom Parker to tightend
Bill Rochford made the field goal pos
sible. Idaho scored another touch
down to go into halftime leading 21-17.
Late in the third quarter, still
trailing 21-17, UOP went ahead for good
as
Benjamin ran 22 yards for a
touchdown. UOP's final touchdown was
a two-yard burst by Bruce Gibson.
Gibson capped a 76-yard scoring drive,
of which he accounted for 57 yards. On
the night Gibson gained 171 yards on 31
carries.
Coach Caddas praise the offensive
line for playing an outstanding game.
The line consisted of Brad Short, Bruce
Filarsky, Ken Rhode, Steve Goulart, and
Ross McCammon. Rhode substituted
for the injured Jack Cosgrove. Cosgrove
is expected to see some action against
Air Force. Caddas also singled out the
fine
individual
performance
of
defensive tackle. George Raya.
Others with fine games were Brad
Vassar who was in on 20 tackles; Roy
Gaebel who punted seven times for a
44-yard average; tailback Richard Phil

lips, defensive lineman Mike Gillespie
and Bill Strycula who ran a 21-yard
flanker reverse that set up UOP's final
touchdown.

Caddas added that having two
gimes under their belt should aid the
Ifter cause. In last year's season openefl UOP was smashed by Air Force, 363,"

When asked about tomorrow's Air
Force game, Caddas said, "Air Force
ioesn't have an outstanding ground
#tack, so we'll be looking for them to
J»ss. Last week they threw 41 passes
*fcd completed 20 of those passes."

Caddas described Air Force as an
intimidating place to play, that the high
elevation of Colorado Springs (where
Air Force is located) will greatly aid the
Faicons.

Buy 1 cassette at regular price,
get second one FREE
Superior Quality Cassette ^^1

I 1^^ QEZDICIQ

PLUS SERIES Blank Cassette

Minutes

Extra Low Noise/High Output |

I

I. Jv J > •

I »U

«• *

IT'S FREE
University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (299)944-2329

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Fullback 6'2" 225 Pounds Senior
A fullback from Redlands,California
latched on to 37 carries for a total
of 171 yards with one touchdown in
the Tiger's win over Idaho.
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FOOD SERVICE
PACIFIC
/
time and aflacefar emy taste,
THE RATHSKELLER
Monday-Thursday
7:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Closed Saturdays and Sundays

Featuring: Quick-Service Type
Foods, Ready-Made Sandwiches
and Salads, Fountain Items,
Beverages and Desserts.

SAMPLE MENU
Entrees
Soup
Salad
Bullet

Roast Beef Au Jus
Lasagne
Clam Chowder
Tossed Salad
Fruit Salad
Jello Salad
Potato Salad
Assorted Relishes Cottage Cheese
Carrot or Cole Slaw

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.; 5:30 p.m.-11 p.m.
Sat. and Sun. 5:30 p.m.-11 p.m.
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Large Orange Juice, 2 Donuts,
Hot Beverage
1.25
LUNCH 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
HOFBRAU
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
1.50
w/salad, pickle on french roll
Assort. Cold Sand. .60-.95
Soup
Salad
.25-.45
Hot Chili
Hot Dog
.55
Hamburger
.90
Double Burger 1.20

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Two (2) Eggs, fried or scrambled
1.10
Hash Browns, Toast
1.70
With Ham, Bacon or Sausages

HEALTH FOOD BAR
Sample Sandwich: Avocado,
Cheese, Alfalfa Sprouts, tomatoes
Sample Drink: "Whizzie"
Yogurt, Honey, Fresh Fruit
Health Food Salad

Fresh French Bread
Desserts

Ice Cream or Pudding
Light Lunch
Soup or (1) Salad
Sandwich of the Day
Beverage

Beverages

$2.

00

LUNCHEON MENU
.55
Doubleburger
1.20 Hot Dog
.70
Hamburger
.90 Hot Dog W/Chlli
.50
Cheeseburger 1.00 Hot Soup
.65
W/French Fries 1.55 Chili W/Crackers
.40
French Fries
Plus assorted Salads, Sandwiches and Desserts

MEAL TICKETS HONORED
VALUE $1.75

MEAL TICKETS HONORED
B'fast til 10:30-1.50
Lunch til 4:00-1.75

GRILL
Grilled Cheese
Grilled Cheese/Ham
French Fries

.50
.65
.70

1.10

.40

.95
.65
.45

NIGHTS
Food Served 6:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Pizzas: Plain 1.60-2.70-3.60 Tossed Salad
1 Item 2.00-3.10-4.00 large bowl 1.00
Trailmaster Steak
individual
.45
Sandwich
1.50 French Fries .40
Diet Plate
1.00 Popcorn .20-.35
Plus other grilled sandwiches
WITH MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT

AT THE RESIDENCE HALLS
GRACE COVELL DINING HALL
Weekdays:
B'fast 7:15 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Lunch 11:15 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday:
Cont'l B'fast 8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Brunch 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Grace Covell has a large, cheerful dining hall
with two serving lines for speedy service and
two private dining rooms where small groups
can eat in privacy. The weekly "French Table"
also meets there.

RAYMOND-CALLISON DINING HALL
Weekdays:
B'fast: Closed
Lunch 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m.-6:15 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday: Closed
Because many of the Raymond-Callison com
munity lives off-campus, this dining room is
operated like a commercial cafeteria during
weekday lunches. With your meal ticket, you
can purchase miscellaneous items or a
complete lunch up to $1.75 value. For inter
esting talks with the Raymond-Callison
faculty, try "The Great Hall"!

ELBERT COVELL DINING HALL
Weekdays:
B'fast: Closed
Lunch 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m.-6:15 p.m.*
Saturday and Sunday: Closed
^

Elbert Covell is a friendly dining room where
you can practice your Spanish with the
"Covellianos"and where rice and hot gravy or
special casserole dishes are served everyday
for lunch.
'Closed Friday Dinner.

QUAD DINING HALL
Weekdays: B'fast 7:15 a.m.-9:00 a.m.
Lunch 11:15 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Sat. & Sun.: Cont'l B'fast 9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Brunch 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
In addition to meeting interesting students and
faculty, you will also like the Quad if you are vege
tarian. While all dining rooms serve suitable foods
for vegetarians during breakfast and lunch, only
Quad serves specially-cooked vegetarian entrees
at dinner. Be sure to come early - they usually go
fast! A self-service soft ice cream machine is also
a special attraction in Quad several times weekly.
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Bits of tid
by Steve Cecil

Campus talk
Q— person,Wanda Lau
Photos,George Raya
SHOULD BERT LANCE RESIGN AS
PRESIDENT CARTER'S BUDGET
DIRECTOR?

I could tell this was going to be a good
year. I just sorta had a premonition
thiings were going right, you know?
I mean, Bill Crosby, has graduated.
I found out how much President Stan
made in1974. My mother made a depo
sit to my checking account, without my
asking. Indeed, this is going to beagood
year!
I made a resolution, though, right
after I arrived at school this year. This
was going to be my year of divine
enlightenment. This was going to be a
period of spiritual awakening for me. I
swore to discover the meaning of life! I
would get my money's worth out of
ASUOP!!
Each semester of every year I pay
th&'mandatory donation"$75 to ASUOP
and they promise to do great things for
me, most of which I fail to take advan
tage of. This year, I decided, would be
different. They were offering services
for which I had payed; I was duly
entitled.
The first week of school I saw the
photo dislay in the Redwood Room, and
the Fiber Arts Exhibition in the Gallery. I
saw William F. Buckley speak in the
Conservatory and opened a savings
account with the B of A representative
in the UC planning center. I joined the
ski club, the bee club, the chess club,
the Hesse Club, the Hot Van Club, the
Sartre Fan Club, and a gee-your-hairsmells-terrific encounter group.
On the weekend I saw the movie
'Casino Royale', in the UC Theater, had
a picnic out at the pool, and went to the
dance in the UC Patio. I watched the
soccer game against Fresno, the foot
ball game against Colorado, and was
entertained, afterward, in the
Rathskeller.
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The second week I bought
membership in the UC Darkroom and
charged a camera at the Bookstore so I
could take full advantage of the facili
ties. I had my hair cut at the Campus
Barbershop, and charged some shirts,
socks, mugs, books, calendars, tapes,
watches and a Volvo at the Bookstore.
I did some grocery shopping at the
ASUOP Grocery Store, and bought three
records from the ASUOP Record Store.
I wasted some 43 hours and $219 worth
of quarters playing pinball. And then I
went to the Anne Mischakoff Viola
Recital.
I enjoyed the greeks when I made
sundaes with Delta Sigma Theta, but
was arrested shortly thereafter for
impersonating a colored person. Not to
worry, I called the ASUOP Legal Ser
vices anrl was hailed niit nf iail in time to
catch the 9:00 showing of "Freaks" in
the UC Theater.
I had a great time at the all-campus
BBQ on Anderson Lawn, and on Friday
went to the UC Theater once again to
see 'The Great Waldo Pepper". I saw
Dirk Hamilton perform and was re
lieved to see that my tastes in music
were above those of the general
populace. Yeah, I left too.
On Saturday, I booked a flight to
Idaho through the ASUOP Travel Ser
vice and watched the football game
which, incidentally, we won.
On the 20th I saw the Visual Arts &
Public Policy Art Exhibition in the UC
Gallery, took in the soccer game
against Oregon, then had a bite to eat in
the Mall before the Theology Lecture at
Newman House. After that, I rushed
back to catch the tail end of Neil
Tatum's Oboe Recital.
Sure it's been a busy three weeks.
But I'm finally doing what I should have
been doing all along. I'm making the
most of my college days. I'm getting
involved. I belong to 712 Campus
Organizations. I'm getting my money's
worth.
Of course, I'm also failing 12 of my
16 units and my folks want to talk to me
about a three million dollar bookstore
charge. I suppose I could just tell them
the truth, but then they'll only want to
know what I'm doing with a B-1Bomber,
thirty-two M-16 rifles, one thousand
hand grenades, a ton of nerve gas, a lit
ter of Dobermans and a set of
nunchakas.
What else? The ASUOP Defense
and Attack League.
We meet on
Tuesdays.

NOTE: Lance did resign Wednesday,
Sept. 21, the day this issue went to print.

Shivaun Nestor (Jr., Raymond-Callison): He hasn't actually done anything
illegal, but in view of his position and his
responsibility , he could be said to have
behaved in a slightly unethical man
ner. And in view of the pressures put
upon him to resign, I feel that he should.

Roger Barnett (geography prof., COP): I
really don't care whether he stays or
goes. It seems to me to be a bigstorm in
a teacup. I can hardly believe the effort
that's going into this investigation; the
things they're investigating don't seem
to have a thing to do with whether he
can run the office.

Wiima Terluin (Sr., Raymond-Callison):
Yes. After all the evidence they've com
piled against him, I think it sounds as if
he's guilty. He can't come up with too
much evidence to support himself;
there are too many loopholes in his
explanations.

Don O'Brien (Sr., School of
Engineering): Everybody should wait
until the smoke clears, and make deci
sions after they have somecold facts to
base them on. He should be judged by
the truth, whatever it is.

Victor Lim (Soph., COP): I haven't been
listening to too much about it, but I'd
say yes. There's so much publicity
about how bad he is that maybe he
should resign. In any high office you
have to have a person who people trust.

Charmagne Belle (1st yr.. Pharmacy): I
think so, because he's just gotten him
self in a bad predicament. From the bits
and pieces I've heard, he really needs
to get out of there quickly.
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Student group
in Floridu
churged with
'abusive tactics'
National On-Campus Report

THERE'S S0ME.THIN' YOU KIDS OUGHT*
KNOW- JUST 'cuz ram GOT A
DIPLOMA DOESN'T MEAN YOU'VE
GOT A JOR! WHO REALLY
NEEDS A HUMANITIES
MAJOR ANYWAY?

A student court grand jury
investigation- the first in the history of
the U. of Florida- is shedding some
sunlight on the way the game of student
politics is played on that campus.
Florida Blue Key - an elite
leadership organization - was the
subject of an investigation arising from
charges that its president presured a
studnet senate committee member
into changing a vote. The grand jury
absolved the president of the charges
but said questions of impropriety
remain. Citing "abusive tactics and |
undue influence " in UF student
politics, the grand jury will proably'
undertake a wider probe this fall.
The vote-changing charge, some
observers say, is only one example of
widespread student government power
brokering. Indeed, former student
body president Dan Lobeck wrote a
letter to some 1500 Blue Key alumni

last
summer detailing what he
considered to be serious ailments of
the organization.
Lobeck, in an
interview, said he is critical of Blue Key
because "It does not recognize leader
ship and service, but rather
perpetuates political power."
Lobeck hit hard at the way Blue Key
members are selected, or "tapped."
Five groups make up Blue Key, he
claimed, each one representing a
certain block of fraternities, sororities,
or political factions. The groups decide
among themselves the size tne
"tapping group" and how many
members from each group will be able
to join.

Lobeck alleged that there are no
standards of leadership involved in
selecting members.
"It's totally
arbitrary," he said.
A member of Blue Key can count on
the organization's help in gaining
appointments to important student
senate positions, provided they vote the
way Blue Key leadership desires,
Lobeck said. In his letter he pointed to
this
patronage and said,
"It
concentrates authority in the handsof a
back-room few, responsible to no one
but themselves."
The letter concluded on this
ominous note: "If, indeed, as many
have
suggested,
UF
student
government and campus activities are
a training ground for the leadership of
this state, then we today have good
reason to fear for the future of the state
of Florida."

Letters
To the Editor:
I would like to preface this with the
belief that I am not one who gets emharassed easily. I would also like to
express my embarassment con
cerning the concert in the conservatory
on September 16th. | guess the only
thing that didn't embarass me was the
performance by Jonathon Meredith. In
case you weren't there (probably due to
the limited advertising), the two most
noticeable problems concerned the
audience. A)There were no more than
200 people and B) 150 of them talked
through the entire first act (if not not
talking, they clapped through some of
the quieter acoustic guitar music).
Come on gang - let's have a little
consideration for other people. If you
don't like an act leave until the one you
want to see comes on. If you didn't like

John Meredith, you should have left be
cause there were those of us who did.
And no Jeff, I wouldn't say the audi
ence was just enthusiastic — I'd say
they were being rude — perhaps next
time we'll all show a little
more
maturity.
Thanks,
Peggy Newell

Lattart to tha Editor should ba sant
through campus mail or daliverad
personally to tha PacHican, North
Hall, by Tuesday previous to
publication on Friday.
Letters
should be kept to three hundred
wordi or less, and must be signed
with a full name: anonymity can be
requested. Phone numbers will be
appreciated.

In other words
by Thomas Kennedy
It has been called the "substitute
babysitter", the "boob tube", and the
"idiot box". It has been biamed for the
disintegration of the family unit and
creation of social immorality.
There is no doubt that television as
a means of communication has greatly
influenced western culture.
The
Vietnam war probably would not have
led to such a social upheaval had it not
been for television's ability to show the
fighting along with one's evening meal.
And yet, has
television s
influence
been taken too far? Is it
being made responsible for monstersit
never created? In particular, what has it
done to America's social ethics?
In 1951,28 percent of the homes in
this country had a television. Realizing
that it was
an industry with
considerable influence, the NAACP
protested the image of blacks in the
1951 production of AMOS 'N ANDY
The show lasted a few months before
being cancelled.
The following nine years consisted
of attempts by the advertising industry
to regulate programming by asking for
drastic script revisions and having the
final approval on screenplays.
The sixties primarily dealt with
humor, from the sophomoric comedy of
THE REAL MCCOYS to the sophis
ticated political and social commentary
of THE SMOTHERS BROTHERS. During
this time, possibly because of the rapid
change in American society due to the

V
war and campus unrest, tne networks
felt less pressure to put the lid on
"questionable" topics.
And in the seventies, television has
been a forum of realism, best
exemplified by programs such as
M.A.S.H., Maude, and Good Times.
Television has become freer in its con
tent, is it misusing its privileges?
If one looks to the top programming
being offered by the media, the answer
must be no. For example, according to
the Nielsens, a national television
rating service, the top 10 shows for
1976 contained very little, if any
violence. In order, they are ALL IN THE
FAMILY, MAUDE, PHYLLIS, SANFORD
AND SON, RHODA, ONE DAY AT A
TIME, SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN, THE
WALTONS, KOJAK and GOOD TIMES.
Out of this group, only two shows border
on either sex or violence, hardly
irresponsible programming on the
network's part. And even when violence
is presented, it is shown in a moral,
good guys verses bad guys, context.
It has been said that television is
the spark that develops a social
problem into a forest fire. But this
assumption is based on the thought
that television is the
instigator of
society's problems, which is unrealistic
in light of the current evidence.
Instead, could it not be that television is
a reflection of what is, and merely
supports the status quo? If this is true,
then it is we, not the networks, who are
truly responsible.

